Al Joura and Al Qusour
The Forgotten Crime
First: Executive Summary
In September 2012, Syrian government forces stormed the neighbourhoods of AlJoura and Al-Qusour and perpetrated a crime that left hundreds of deaths. The
forces committed field executions and burning the bodies of the victims along
with detaining dozens of civilians, including those whose fate is still unknown.

Deir Ezzor Province in Eastern Syria on the Iraqi Border

When the government forces stormed the neighbourhood of Al-Joura and
detained civilians, the neighbourhood residents fled towards Al-Wadi street.
“When I came back home, which is located nearby Al-Muhajireen1 mosque, in
the evening, I saw an appalling massacre as the troops detained the staff of Al
Nima bakery in a house, then they sprayed a white substance on them, and
burned all of them” Bha’a Sulieman says.
The witness adds “some bodies were completely charred and we could not
identify them. I could identify the rest, including Abdullah Zuher, and two brothers;
Khalil and Omar. All of them were buried in the park of Al-Muhajireen mosque”.
One witness said that government forces killed one whole family; “When we
entered the house of Al Slaibi, we found in sitting room five bodies with a pool of
blood; they were four young men along with one elderly. The bodies were
decomposed and the worms were eating them. In the basement, we found four
bodies for the mother, two children, and one girl. All of them were executed by
bullet in the head”.
Justice for Life organization conducted many investigations and the researchers
of the organization interviewed sixteen witnesses. They also analysed dozens of
photos and videos. Based on the abovementioned evidences, the committed
crimes on September 25th, 26th, 27th, 2012 that included killing the whole family,
pillage and looting houses, insulting dead bodies, delaying humanitarian aid,
torturing, violating people whose relatives are of the opposition bodies, summary
executions, terrorizing civilians, and burning civilians ‘properties are in violation of
all international norms and laws, and must be investigated.
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It is located in Al Tab, in Al Joura neighborhood

The neighborhoods of Al-Joura and Al-Qusour – The Locations of the Crime

Justice for Life organization demands to work on the required actions to refer this
case to related justice including International Criminal Court or hoc tribunals. It
also demands all Syrian parties, international community, and international
organizations to assume their responsibilities in investigating those crimes, to hold
the perpetrators accountable, and guarantee a non-recurrence.

Second: JFL
Justice for Life Organization in Deir Ezzor in a Syrian independent non-governmental
non-profit organization that includes human rights Syrian activists regardless of their
affiliations and ideologies. It works on documenting the violations of human rights in
order to be used in the phase after war; where the collected and checked proofs will
be used in the process of reconciliation and transitional justice. The organization works
constantly on the campaigns of advocacy of human rights in order to reach the
desired peace.

Our Vision
The Observatory endeavors to a Syrian society founded on the citizenship and the
sovereignty of law, where all Syrians enjoy justice and equality.

Our Message
The message of JFL is to promote the justice by observing and documenting human
rights violations, publishing statistics and reports in a professional manner in order to be
used in peace building and achieving justice in Syria. JFL works on building the
capacity of the Syrian activists in order to enable them to detect the truths, collecting
proofs and archiving them.

Our Values
JFL believes that the human rights are original ones; all people enjoy these right equally
and without neutralization. These rights are interconnected and not able to indivisibility
and inalienable ones.

Third: Introduction
About Deir Ezzor
It is located in eastern Syria with a space of 33.06 km2 – about 9.17% of the total space
of Syria. Currently, it is resided by 1,053,381 people2. According to activists’ estimations,
the locals of the province are seven hundred thousand people, whereas it was
populated before the demonstrations in Syria by one million six hundred ninety-two
thousand people3. The province is located on the two banks of Euphrates river as locals
depend on it in agriculture as a basic economic pattern, along with the livestock. It also
includes many important fields of oil and gas.
Since the very beginning of the demonstrations against the ruling regime in Syria, the
government forces and the affiliated security apparatuses detained huge number of
civilians, part of them were released, part were killed, and part whose fate is still unknown
until this moment.
Justice for Life organization investigated the issue of detention and torture that were
practiced against people of Deir Ezzor in the prisons of Syrian government, “Islamic State”
group, armed factions, and Jabhat Al Nusra and came up with a report Was not an

Populations’ estimation as per a programme related to UN, updated on September
5th 2017.
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interrogation It was a torture which was issued on December 10th, 2016. Additionally, the
organization has documented since January 2016 until August 2017 the death of fiftythree people under torture only in the jails of Syrian government.
Since the beginning of clashes between government forces and opposition factions in
June 2012, many parts of the province have been shelled by government forces using
different types of weapons on populated neighbourhoods and vital utilities. The level of
shelling increased following the Russian intervention along with the US-led Anti-ISIS
coalition. Justice for Life documented since January 2016 until August 2017 the death of
986 civilians. Moreover, it issued on November 23rd, 2016 a detailed report on the
indiscriminate aerial bombardment on the province under the title of Dust of Warplanes.

About the Neighborhoods of Al-Joura and Al-Qusour
They are located in the west of Deir Ezzor city as these neighborhoods are still under
control of government forces. They are resided by about 75,000 people4. There were big
influxes of displacement5 to these two neighborhoods from the areas that became out
of government forces control such as Al-Hameedia, Shaikh Yassin, Al-Ummal, Al-Jbaila,
Al-Haweeqa, Al-Rushdia, Al-Matar Al-Qadeem, Ganamat, and Khasarat since June 2012
due to military actions.

Current Conditions in These Two Neighborhoods
“Islamic State” group laid siege on these two neighborhoods in January 2015 after
blocking all land and river ports that lead to them. This resulted in severe lack of food
material. The security apparatuses and affiliated militias along with related traders made
use of this dire humanitarian situation and started to control the prices of food as they
increased to reach 700% of the real prices.
These conditions forced the besieged civilians to flee, nonetheless, the security
apparatuses imposed many conditions on the civilians who desire to leave such as the
condition of obtaining security approval, which requires paying significant amount of
money, sometimes it reaches to one million Syrian pounds for each person.
Justice for Life documented the death of forty-five civilians including thirteen children
and eleven women since the beginning of the siege in those neighbourhoods due to

According to JFL Estimations
In addition to Harabesh neighborhood which is located in the western part of the
city and controlled by Syrian government forces. It is also besieged neighborhood.
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malnutrition, lack of medicine and medical staff as most of the physicians and nurses fled
the besieged neighbourhoods.
The government forces imposed forcible recruitment within the affiliated militias to
compensate the casualties.
In April 10th 2016, the World Food Programme (WFP) started airdropping aid to the
besieged neighbourhoods as an implementation of the UN Security Council resolution
no.2254 that was adopted during the session 7588 in December 18th 2015. These
operations participated in enhancing the food conditions of the civilians.
On September 3rd, 2017, the Syrian government, with support of Russian forces, captures
many strategic locations nearby the besieged neighbourhoods. This may pave the way
to drive “Islamic State” militants out and eventually breaking the laid siege.

Fourth: Methodology
This report covers the cases of field executions, robbery, and detention that were
practiced by Syrian government forces when they stormed the neighborhoods of AlJoura and Al-Qusour in Deir Ezzor city in September 2012.
Justice for Life organization established a team of seven researchers who conducted
interviews and collected special testimonies. The team attended a workshop, that was
held by JFL, for three days where the report structure was prepared and the legal
framework that is related to field executions, detention, and torturing was revised.
The report depended on the following;
16 testimonies, for the victims’ relatives the who witnessed the military operation, were
made by the researchers of JFL throughout direct live interviews, physical and via Skype.
The researchers demonstrated the purpose of information and all witnesses granted
approval to share their testimonies and give a nickname to those who do not desire to
reveal their names to ensure their safety, and the safety of their relatives in Syria.
The researchers analyzed dozens of pictures and five video footages. Some pictures of
victims were provided by throughout testimonies collection. A map was designed to
show the mass graves and the locations where the storming forces moved from towards
the two neighbourhoods based on the collected testimonies and witnesses.

Fifth: Challenges
The team faced a group of challenges during the process of collecting testimonies and
preparing the report;
1- The difficulty of communicating with the witnesses inside and outside Deir Ezzor
province to have their testimony due to the potential risks that witnesses or their
relatives may undergo by government forces. Most of interviews took place with
witnesses who are located outside Syria.
2- Rejection of some witnesses to mention their names, and others to narrate their
testimony as they fear to be arrested. The names of the witnesses were replaced
by nicknames. Approval of witnesses were gained to publish their testimony and
they were aware of the consequent risks they may undergo.
3- Lack of financial resources for transportation inside and outside the province as
many testimonies were collected via Skype or WhatsApp application.
4- Lack of some information that may confirm other information due to difficulty of
communication and reaching sources as no electricity available or
communication means in the areas that are held by government forces in Deir
Ezzor city.

Sixth: Legal Description
National Level
In 2012, a new constitution was developed instead of the permanent constitution of
1973, as it states in the 53rd article the following;
•

No one may be investigated or arrested, except under an order or decision

issued by the competent judicial authority, or if he was arrested in the case of
being caught in the act, or with intent to bring him to the judicial authorities on
charges of committing a felony or misdemeanour;
•

No one may be tortured or treated in a humiliating manner, and the law shall

define the punishment for those who do so;

•

Any person who is arrested must be informed of the reasons for his arrest and

his rights, and may not be incarcerated in front of the administrative authority
except by an order of the competent judicial authority;
•

Every person sentenced by a final ruling, carried out his sentence and the ruling

proved wrong shall have the right to ask the state for compensation for the
damage he suffered.
The 54th article states the following;
•

Any assault on individual freedom, on the inviolability of private life or any other

rights and public freedoms guaranteed by the Constitution shall be considered a
punishable crime by the law.

International Level
The testimonies of this report indicate that Syrian government forces committed many
violations against international human rights law, which is applied during peace and
armed conflicts time, and against IHL that is applied only during conflict time.
Witnesses confirm that government forces committed, during the operation of storming
the neighborhoods of Al-Joura and Al-Qusour, executions of civilians, targeting entire
families, and preventing civilians to bury victims’ bodies. This forced civilians to bury the
victims in mass graves in mosques, parks, and houses gardens. Moreover, these forces
tortured many civilians, delayed the humanitarian aid, robbed and stolen the civilians
houses along with terrifying the civilians of these two neighborhoods.
Syria is a state party to the Geneva Conventions as the third joint article of these
conventions along with other articles of the customary international law applied in
cases of non-international armed conflict criminalize targeting and torturing along with
sentencing and executing without trials by independent, just, and legally established
court.
The UN Security Council, at its 7344th meeting on December 17th, 2014, adopted the
resolution no. 2191 that calls on parties to the Syrian domestic conflict, recalling in this

regard their legal obligations under international humanitarian law and international
human rights law.
According to the Rule no. 46 of the ICRC study on the Customary International
Humanitarian Law, “ Ordering that no quarter will be given, threatening an adversary
therewith or conducting hostilities on this basis is prohibited”6.
The fourth article of the Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August
1949, and relating to the Protection of Victims of Non-International Armed Conflicts
(Protocol II), 8 June 1977, prevented violence to the life, health and physical or mental
well-being of persons7.
The rule no. 115 stated that “The dead must be disposed of in a respectful manner and
their graves respected and properly maintained”.
The rule no. 100 of the same study states that “No one may be convicted or sentenced,
except pursuant to a fair trial affording all essential judicial guarantees”.
The rule no. 90 states that “Torture, cruel or inhuman treatment and outrages upon
personal dignity, in particular humiliating and degrading treatment, are prohibited”.
The second article of the Convention against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or
Degrading Treatment or Punishment, that Syria adopted it in July 2004, states that;
2- “No exceptional circumstances whatsoever, whether a state of war or a threat of
war, internal political instability or any other public emergency, may be invoked as a
justification of torture”.
3- “An order from a superior officer or a public authority may not be invoked as a
justification of torture”.
Rule no. 53 of the study states “The use of starvation of the civilian population as a
method of warfare is prohibited”.
Rule no. 54 states “Attacking, destroying, removing or rendering useless objects
indispensable to the survival of the civilian population is prohibited”.
Moreover, the 8th article ( b. xvi ) of The Statute of the International Criminal Court states
that “Pillaging a town or place, even when taken by assault” is considered war crime.
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Check the 8th article of Statute of the International Criminal Court
Rule 89. Violence to Life

The rule no. 2 of the study states “Acts or threats of violence the primary purpose of
which is to spread terror among the civilian population are prohibited.
The rule no. 7 of the same study states “The parties to the conflict must at all times
distinguish between civilian objects and military objectives. Attacks may only be
directed against military objectives. Attacks must not be directed against civilian
objects”

Sixth: Days of Terror
The government troops, including the Republican Guard, were stationed in Tala'i alBa'ath camp as the troops number was estimated at thousands along with big number
of tanks, armoured and military vehicles. This was confirmed by most of the interviewees
including Baha’a Sulieman as he says; “the forces were affiliated to Republican Guard,
and they were wearing military uniforms, putting red signs on shoulders, carrying knives,
swords and sledgehammers8, speaking Arabic – their dialect is similar to those who
reside in the coastal area- and some of them were speaking foreign language – almost
Persian – with long beards and very bog bodies. Additionally, there were forces that
affiliate to Syrian government.”
These forces stormed the neighbourhood of Al-Joura on September 25th 2012 from the
side of Tala'i al-Ba'ath camp and the district nearby Al-Joura. Reyadh, nickname9, says
“a number of masked informants accompanied these forces to guide them to the
houses of the wanted people. Some of those forces were not Syrians.”
The strange thing is that many civilians who reside these two neighborhoods did not exit
their houses since they think that these forces came to recapture the neighborhoods
that were captured by armed opposition groups in Deir Ezzor city. However, the
government forces had plans that were opposite to what civilians expected. Qassem
Farhan Al-Issa, Equipment Manager in Syrian Arab Red Crescent in Deir Ezzor says; “the
government forces were giving trust throughout their soldiers among the civilians
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Big hammers
The witness refused to reveal his name for security reasons

pretending that the Republican Guard came to bring you back to your houses, as
many of the residents came to these two neighbourhoods”

The reasons behind such massacres are to prevent the expansion of the
opposition groups towards the neighborhoods of Al-Joura and Al-Qusour, to
annihilate completely of opposition voices, and to convey a message to
opposition groups and the civilians who reside in the groups held areas.

Burning Bodies
When government forces stormed Al-Joura neighborhood and arrested civilians, the
residents fled the neighborhood towards Al-Wadi St.
“When I came back home, which is located nearby Al Muhajireen Mosque10, in the
evening, I saw an appalling massacre as the troops detained the staff of Al Nima
bakery in a house, then they sprayed a white substance on them, and burned all of
them” Baha’a Sulieman says. “Some bodies were totally charred and we could not
identify them. Whereas we could identify the rest, including Abdullah Zuheir, two
brothers; Khalil and Omar” he adds.
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Located in Al Tab area, Al-Joura neighbourhood.

Othman Al Sayyah – one of the massacre victims – Source; social media and it was confirmed by
JFL

The soldiers did not differentiate between man or woman, elderly or a child or a
patient, everybody was a military target. Hakim, a nickname, confirms “all of people
who were in the house of the midwife in front of Dr. Haidar Al Fandi in Al-Joura
neighbourhood were executed”.
“We found three dead bodies that were burned by a chemical substance
or something like Napalm. The bodies were completely melted and the
bones in fragments. We entered to two houses and found a burned body in
each house”. “then, we entered the house of Al-Arfi, which was owned by
Sadcop11 former manager, we found two dead people who were shot in
the head. One of them was the house owner, a 60-year-old. In the
basement, we found seven bodies. We could not identify them as they
were completely burned”.
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The Syrian Company for Distributing Oil

He adds “the process of lifting the dead bodies of that massacre lasted for a year,
according to one member of SARC; 45 bodies were not identified in the area of
Abdullha bin Abbas mosque and Hokan bakery, 60 bodies in the area of Al Haweeja
square. All bodies were found in fragment. Some bodies were identified later including
Al-Touma, Al-Tibin, Al-Haweeja, and Al-Abboush”.

“I saw two burned bodies of two girls in a basement, where they were put
on the same carpet. It was strange that only bodies were burned, the rest of
carpet was not. We realized that they were girls as there were earrings with
the bodies ashes”.

Summary Executions;
There were different types of killing that were adopted by government forces; first, they
conduct houses searches, properties robbery, killing people inside or forces them to exit
and line up in streets to be killed. A common feature among all operations was to arrest
some civilians and bring them to other houses, killing or burning them without trial.
Reyadh says “they brought young men from the houses randomly and gathered them
in the street, then they killed all of them without any charge or discrimination between
man, woman, or a child. Moreover, they arrested people from Al-Joura neighbourhood
and took them to Al-Qusour”.
Another method was adopted by those forces which is gathering civilians in the
basements and killing them. Reyadh confirms that “About thirty people disappeared for
two weeks whose fate was unknown until we found their bodies in one of the
basements”. Concerning his testimony of the summary executions, Wael Al Ahmad
says, “the government forces did not arrest us, they went to the close neighbourhood,
then arrested four young men and killed them by guns”. Al Ahmad adds, “they entered
a house owned by Ameen, a mosque Imam in the area, took him with 12 people from
their houses, lined them up to the wall, and shot all of them. We tried to bury them, but
the government forces did not allow us to. They moved to other neighbourhood and
executed about 17 people, they moved to other neighbourhood, conducted houses

searches and arrested about 30 people and killed them, including Abdulhaq Diwani
and his sons-in-law.”
He adds” the government forces headed to AL-Wadi St. and killed an old man from AlHindawi family, then they killed 14 people including Mushir Al Sahoud and his son
Mohammad”.
Behind Al-Dahmoush gas station, a massacre was perpetrated by Republican Guard on
September 25th 2012.

“The Republican Guard stormed the are nearby Al Dahmoush gas station in
Al-Joura neighbourhood and we were informed of the participation of the
Republican Guard by government forces member. Following the
withdrawal of the army from that area, we went there. The bodies were
dropped in back yard. We found bodies of different ages victims along with
thirteen children who were shot”.

Dr. Haidar Al Fandi – one of the massacre victims – Source; social media and it was confirmed by
JFL

Mohammad Fayyad Al Asker– one of the massacre victims – Source; social media and it was
confirmed by JFL

Abo Ali Al Deiri confirms what happened nearby Al-Dahmoush gas station; “there were
unidentified bodies, we could recognize some of them by their ID cards since they were
shot on the face. The total number of this massacre was 60 people”.
He adds” on September 28th 2012, lists of the victims who were killed in the two
massacres were posted on the mosques walls. The total number was 482 victims,
according to activists.”
Hadeya, a nickname, talks about the massacre of Al-Qusour neighbourhood; “ it was
horrible, there was random gunshot on the people who stand on their balconies. Then,
they stormed the houses without any sort of discrimination. They searched in them, and
burn some of them. They brought all males down and put them in lines in front of walls,
and executed most of them”.
Khalid Sulieman, a resident of Al-Qusour neighbourhood talks about the manner of
killing Ahmad Al Salem, who is a former employee in an oil company, married and had

two boys and two daughters, and says: “Ahmad’s mother passed away on September
27th, 2012, and he wanted to bury her on the religious norm. He went to the mosque to
bring the morgue, government forces members saw him, then they shot him and got
him killed. No one could get close to him to rescue him. At night, populations buried
him rapidly in a public park in order not be seen and executed”.
Fatema, a nickname, narrates that “Ahmad Rasheed Al Ali went to the balcony to see
what is going on, government forces members saw him and shot him directly. Then,
they stormed his house and executed his uncle Safwan Al Ali. Nobody could enter that
building because of fear. Five days later, his wife came back home to bring some stuff;
she entered the house and saw him dead”.
Jassem Al Ahmad, a nickname, tells his testimony about this massacre: “I was watching
from behind the curtain, I saw a man who escaped from them, then they shot him, but
he was not injured as I guess. Then, they stormed the house next door, arrested all
young men. They were beating harshly a man by charge of watching Al Arabiya
channel when they stormed the house. They burned a house by that charge that the
owner is wanted by Military Security.”

Omar Al Omar, a nickname, says;

“On September 30th 2012, I was in a square nearby Al-Qusour
neighbourhood a dead body of an old man who was snipped when he
was on his bicycle. His wife was injured, and creeped to reach Al-Midilji
square, then she died. Their bodies remained for one week as nobody
could pull and burry them.

As for the military forces nature that stormed Al-Qusour neighbourhood, Omar confirms
that;
The forces that stormed Al Qusour neighbourhood were the Brigade
105, led by Admiral Ali Khzam and his assistant the admiral Issam
Zahreddin.

Al Omar says” these forces stormed a house, where there is nobody but a young man
called Muthanna, who had no activity within the movement. He was executed in the
house.”

Torturing and Killing of People Who Have Relatives within
Opposition Factions
Torturing people who have relatives within the group of armed factions was of the
government forces deeds, by using fierce methods where sometimes led to death.
Reyadh says that “government forces searched the house of Jaber Hindawi, and told
him that you can go back to your house. The agent told them that Jaber and his
brother are terrorists. Then, they arrested him and forced him to lead them to his
brother’s house. They arrested and killed both of them. We saw seven bodies and the
traces of torture on their bodies.”
Dealing or even sympathizing with armed opposition groups is a charge that
government forces punish its perpetrators. In this concern, Reyadh says “

“Government forces burned a group of young men who work in a
bakery by the charge of dealing with armed groups. They also killed a
group of young men in Al-Joura neighbourhood, who were under 15,
after putting them in line in front of Al Jaz bakery”.
In his testimony, Omar says that “There was a housed used as a store of medicines by
opposition factions in Al-Qusour neighborhood. The house was rented by Ashraf Al
Jaijan. He was arrested by government forces. Ali Khuzam, an official within Republican
Guard, investigated him along with five detainees in a house in the neighbourhood.
Khuzam forced the household to remain in a room until he finishes investigation. Asharf
was executed during investigation on October 2nd 2012. The eyes of Ashraf were took
off before he dies”.

Ashraf Al Jajan– one of the massacre victims – Source; social media and it was confirmed by JFL

Robbery and Burning of the Houses and Properties of the
Civilians
Concerning the terrifying actions against his family, Reyadh says that “all of my brothers
were arrested by government forces after storming Al-Joura neighborhood. After two
years, I knew that two of them were in Sidnaya prison. I paid five visits to them. They
were receiving torture before and after the visit. In the sixth visit, they told me that they
died and I should take my brothers’ things. They were executed”.
Sufian Al Slaibi says “when I could enter the house where my family was executed, I
found all belongings were stolen by government forces”.

Zameel Bqjaji– one of the massacre victims – Source; social media and it was confirmed by JFL

“The Republican Guard members stormed the neighbourhood and arrested
my husband and his brother. We could not know anything about them.
They ordered us to leave the house and they threatened us to explode it if
we refuse to. I left the house with my children and my husband’s sister
towards Al-Joura neighbourhood. In our way, a sniper of government forces
fired at us and killed her.”
One day prior to the massacre, communications means were cut off by a resolution of
security apparatus. Civilians were afraid as they do not know what is going to happen.
Many young men fled the neighbourhood of Al-Qusour at night towards the opposition
factions held areas or to Al-Wadi street. Jassem Al Ahmad narrates “In the morning of
September 26, the Republican Guard members stormed the neighbourhood along with
agents to guide them to the locations of wanted people houses”.
Imad Al Taweel, a nickname, narrates what he has seen when he was wandering in
streets “ I saw with my own two eyes burned vehicles and houses that were shelled”.
Hakeem, a nickname, says “after the campaign of detention that was conducted by
government forces, there was no life, nobody was in the streets, no one could go to
buy a packet of bread due to fear. The Syrian Arab Red Crescent established a
distribution point in Al Villat area as it could not enter the food vehicles to their
headquarters in these two neighbourhoods “.
He continues “government forces members arrested the young men of the
neighbourhood where I reside, and I heard the members shouting with sentences of
blasphemy and cursing”.

Samer Kharaba– one of the massacre victims – Source; social media and it was confirmed by JFL

Killing Entire Families
The operation of storming Al -Qusour neighborhood in September 26th differs from the
operation of Al-Joura due to the distribution of security checkpoints that were
established by government forces in the city. Qassem Farhan Al-Issa says that “ine the
area in front of Al Furat newspaper building and Hokan bakery, many civilians noticed
that the residents of that area did not leave their houses since the operation day. We
went to those houses and saw decomposed bodies, including children and women”.
“the members were knocking the doors, in case no one opens the door, they break it
and enter the house and take young males “Al-Issa adds.
The government forces killed many people of Al-Slaibi after storming their house in AlQusour neighborhood. Sufian Slaibi talks about this massacre “I was in Al Hasaka when
the government forces stormed the house where my family lives in. the government
forces executed all of them. The Syrian Arab Red Crescent was not allowed by the
government to enter and bury the bodies until twenty-five days later.
Sufian mentions the victims’ names; Tawfeeq, 60-year-old, Abdulkareem, 48-year-old,
Mohammad, 43-year-old, Shatha, 43-year-old, Alia, 18-year-old, Abboud, 8-year-old,
Rama, 7-yra-old, Mohammad, 5-year-old, and Abdullah Hussien Al Muhaimed”.

“I paid 1500 SYP as a fine because the victims died before the date of
documenting the death case. We paid the price of bullets that were used
in killing my family. When I asked a security officer about the incident, he
answered that they entered the neighbourhood under a classified
mission”.

Tawfeeq Slaibi – one of the massacre victims – Source; social media and it was confirmed by JFL

Shatha Slaibi – one of the massacre victims – Source; social media and it was confirmed by JFL

In this concern, Hakim narrates:

“When we entered the house of Slaibi family, we found in the sitting room five
bodies. They were four young men and old man. The bodies were
decomposed. In the basement, we found four bodies; a mother, two
children, and a girl who were executed by gunshot.”

About what happened to Slaibi family, Hadeyya narrates; “They stormed the house of
Tawfeeq Slaibi, they entered the basement, where the wife and daughters were in, and
executed all of them. Then, they went upstairs and killed all men in the house by the
charge that Qaissar Hindawi, a leader of opposition faction, was in the house couple of
days prior to the massacre”.
She adds “their bodies remained for long time until they decomposed. Then
government forces allowed the SARC to enter and bury the bodies. I was shocked of
the horrible scene of dead children and girls. One of the girls was killed in the closet as
she was hiding. The SARC took the bodies and left the neighborhood.”
Abo Abdulrahman talks about Al Khrait family ; “we found seven dead bodies of
Ibrahim Al Khrait family along with two others, and one of Kharaba family. We buried

them in Al Slaibi house garden. We also found a dead body of young man whose
name is Hamza, a 27-year-old, with a bullet in his head and another in his chest. Then, I
left the area”.

Ibrahim Khrait – one of the massacre victims – Source; social media and it was confirmed by JFL

Somar Ibrahim– one of the massacre victims – Source; social media and it was confirmed by JFL

Rani Ibrahim– one of the massacre victims – Source; social media and it was confirmed by JFL

Burying in Public Parks and Mosques
Traces of blood were in the streets due to multiple executions that were carried out by
Republican Guard members. Farhan Al Issa says : “we found dead bodies in the houses
basements. Dr. Haida Fandi and his Hatem, two people from Zarqa family, Mahmoud Al
Thallaj and a person from Sfoug family, two people from Hindawi family, a man from Al
Afes family, three people from Askar family, three people from Rdaisat family, one
person from Kardoush family, and one woman from Dahmoush family. Many bodies
were buried in the garden of Al Tauba mosque in Al-Joura neighbourhood”.

Bassam Al Zarqa – one of the massacre victims – Source; social media and it was confirmed by
JFL

Al Issa continues saying “I found four unknown dead bodies, including a 14-year-old
child, in a basement nearby my house who were shot. The rest were in forties. We found
also bones of a body in another building, who was buried nearby Hassan Al Atra
school.”
Al Issa adds “about a hundred young men were lost in Al-Joura neighbourhood on
September 25th. We were documenting these cases by preparing a card that describes
the condition of the body, old, clothes, colour of hair, and gender. The government

forces refused burying those bodies by the charge that they were subversives, however,
we were convincing them that if the bodies remain without burying will lead to
outbreak of serious diseases”.
Ismad al Taweel, a nickname, narrates his experience and participation in burying the
massacre victims in Al-Qusour neighbourhood; “I participated with a number of civilians
in burying bodies of unknown victims as we were allowed after one week to move
those bodies. We buried them in Al Nasara park, Al Muwathafeen park, and Bahrat Afra
park.”
Concerning the victims of Al Dahmoush station massacre, Abo Ali Al Deiri says that
“They were buried in the garden of Al Tauba mosque and Sidrat Al Muntaha in the near
district”. Fatema Al Abdullah, a nickname, says that “Ahmad Rashid Al Ali was buried
with his uncle Safwan in a park nearby their houses”.

Murhaf Fakoush– one of the massacre victims – Source; social media and it was confirmed by JFL

Um Mohammad Talks about her husband and his brother;

“After I left the house in eighteen days, a piece of news arrived that they
found the body of my husband and his brother in a basement of a house.
The number of the bodies was sixteen. We went to the governor of Deir Ezzor
and applied a request to bury the bodies. However, the governor refused the
request and ordered me to write a declaration that “terrorist groups” is the
perpetrators. The SARC buried them in a mass grave nearby Hawd Al Furat
residences”.

Concerning the burying of victims, Hakim says that “after 23 days of the operation, the
SARC teams could get a permit from Issam Zahreddin to enter the areas where no more
clashes take place to pull the bodies. The bodies were in the houses of the
neighbourhood”.
Al Omar adds;

“in the park of Birmajoun, I saw three graves, and I witnessed the burying of
six bodies with the presence of the Republican Guard. A number of bodies
were buried in Al Mouallimeen park. Al Tauba mosque, where more than 75
dead bodies were buried, no signs on the graves to indicate the names”.

The Government Forces Treatment towards the Civilians and
Delaying Humanitarian Aid:
The government forces delayed the operations of entering humanitarian aid to the
neighbohoods of Al-Joura and Al-Qusour. Omar Al Omar confirmed that “on October
1st I could not enter Al-Qusour neighborhood as many people were sniped during their
attempt to enter. However, I could enter through the checkpoint of State Security. In
the neighborhood of Al-Qusour there was a curfew. The SARC ambulance was stolen
and the properties of the headquarter was stolen”.

Seventh: Findings
Based on the foregoing proofs of the testimonies of witnesses that JFL interviewed, and
by applying the related laws in the rules number 2, 7, 46, 53, 54, 90, 100, and 115 of the
ICRC study concerning the customary international humanitarian law, and 8th article of
the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, the 2nd and 3rd article of
Convention against Torture, the 4th article of Additional Protocol II to the Geneva
Conventions, we find the responsibility of government forces for torturing, summary
execution of unarmed civilians, killing entire families, and burning people alive in AlJoura and Al-Qusour neighbourhoods.

Eighth: Recommendations
It is enormously important to move immediately to investigate the committed violations
by government forces in the neighbourhoods of Al-Joura and Al-Qusour in order bring
justice to the violated civilians. Moreover, this will reduce the increasing desire to take
revenge by the victims’ families and relatives. any delay in the bringing justice will
cause more blood and participate in weakening the opportunities of political solution in
Syria.
Hence, Justice for Life organization demands;

First: UN Security Council;
1. To put pressure on the Syrian government to halt all types of violation related to
human rights that were committed by government forces and affiliated militias,
including the operations of executing civilians.
2. Transmittal of the Syrian file to the International Criminal Court.
3. To open an investigation on the massacres of Al-Joura and Al-Qusour
neighbourhoods in Deir Ezzor province and use the available mechanisms to
hold perpetrators to account.

Second: The International Special Envoys to Syria
Not to marginalize the province of Deir Ezzor in the current negotiations, whether in
Astana or Geneva, and to prioritize the protection of the civilians in this province that
suffer from dire humanitarian conditions, especially after the advances of the
government forces and targeting the province with different types of weapons.

Third: The Syrian Government
1. To halt directly the operations of executions without just judiciary authority
against civilians.
2. To allow international investigation committees to enter the areas where crimes
were committed.

Fourth: The States Concerned in Syrian Issue
1. To take individual or joint action throughout a specific mechanism to hold Syrian
officials accountable based on credible allegations concerning the grave
breaches against the international humanitarian law in the neighbourhoods of
Al-Joura and Al-Qusour in Deir Ezzor province. Also, to work within the principle of
universal jurisdiction in accordance with national laws to investigate with
members of Syrian army and suspected civil leaders.
2. To call on UN Security Council to assume its responsibilities and carry out proper
investigation to ensure accountability, and to take the required measures for
transmittal of the violation file of Syria to judiciary, including International Criminal
Court or special courts.

Fifth: The International Independent and Impartial
Mechanism to Investigate in the Most Serious Crimes in Syria:
Not to neglect the province of Deir Ezzor in the investigations that might reveal many
committed crimes in the province and reveal their perpetrators.

